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Abstract
This paper substantiates the worth use of System-1 Evo, which was recently installed during shutdown 2021 at
IFFCO Kalol plant. The process air compressor train consists of steam turbine driving LP & HP compressors
through flexible coupling. HP compressor is driven by speed increase gear box. Complete compressor train is
monitored by a Bently Nevada 3500 rack and system-1 Evo diagnostic software. Each bearing has 2 orthogonally
oriented radial probes. This air compressor unit (101-J) had developed problem of very high vibrations, during
plant startup of 2021 and plant could not be started due to it. System-1 Evo diagnostic software identified the
cause of high vibration. Necessary corrective actions were taken accordingly and process air compressor unit
and plant started smoothly.
Key words: Process air compressor & turbine, high vibrations, condition monitoring diagnostic software, couplings,
flow control valve

Introduction

provided at the second case suction for venting air
during startup to avoid surging conditions. This valve
can be tripped open from main panel or from
compressor deck manually or by automatic
instruments in case of some upset conditions. A gear
box provided between the cases helps to run the
second case at a higher rpm. Gear box is designed for
input speed of 6750 rpm and output speed of 10952
rpm.

IFFCO Kalol is one of the oldest plants in Indian
fertilizer industry. Since commissioning in November
1974, the unit has constantly improved its
performance, which is comparable to most of the
efficient plants in the world. IFFCO Kalol plant
consists of 1100 MTPD ammonia plant, 1650 MTPD
urea plant and associated offsite/utility facility.
Ammonia plant is designed and engineered by M/s.
M.W. Kellogg, USA.

Second case is known as HP case, takes suction at 3.73
kg cm-2 and discharge air at 32.7 kg cm-2. Flow at the
final discharge is measured by flow orifice FI-4. A vent
which is operated by another flow instrument FRC-3
adjusts the flow to secondary reformer and any excess
air will be vented to atmosphere through a silencer.
The vent FRCV-3 also helps in startup and
emergencies to avoid surging conditions and can be
tripped open either from compressor deck or from
control room.

Process Air Compressor (101-J)
Process air compressor (Figure 1) manufactured &
supplied by M/s Delaval, consists of two horizontally
split cases with a gear increaser in between. Air
compressor first case, called LP case, consists of five
stages, takes suction from atmosphere through a set
of filters which remove the dust and other particles.
P&ID of air compressor is shown in Figure 2. A vent is

In case of high discharge pressure or whenever
compressor speed drops below 6400 rpm, the vents
on the first case discharge V-18 and on final discharge
FRCV-3 trip open to save the machine from surging.
Turbine of Air Compressor
Turbine of this air compressor was replaced during
the shutdown in 2021 with better energy efficient
turbine. New turbine is manufactured and supplied
by Siemens India Limited. Brief comparison between
old and new turbines is given in Table 1.
After completing the installation activities of the new
turbine, it was coupled with LP compressor through
flexible spacer coupling. Turbine was started as per

Figure 1. Air compressor 101-J
dginamdar@iffco.in
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Figure 2. P&ID of air compressor (101-J)

(Figures 4 and 5).
Table 1. Comparison between old and new turbines of air
compressor
Description
Old turbine
Make
Delaval
Type and model
KJDFMV
Stages
8
Rating, MW
9.764
Rated speed, rpm
6800
Critical speed, rpm
4100
Rotation (facing governor
CW
end of turbine)
Tripping speed, rpm
7854
Maximum inlet pressure,
43.2
kg cm-2
Turbine weight, MT
13
Governor type
Mechanical
1.5
Lube oil pressure, kg cm-2 g

Turbine was immediately stopped and it was
observed that some filter bags of the air compressor
got dismantled from its location (Figure 6).

New turbine
Siemens
SST 300
21
9.765
7140
3856
CW

Root Cause Analysis
To find out reason for the above abnormities,
elimination method was used as given:
Turbine: Steam turbine of air compressor unit was
replaced during the shutdown. After installation, over
speed test (OST) of the new turbine was carried out at
7851 rpm and no abnormality was observed in the
turbine during OST. Hence, this reason was rejected.

7854
43.2
21.25
Electronic
2.5

Compressor LP Case, HP Case and Gear Box: These
units were running smoothly prior to shut down and
no major maintenance activities were carried out
during shutdown. Therefore, these also were not
considered to be the source of above problem.

cold start-up curve as illustrated in Figure 3(a) and
Figure 3(b).
Air compressor train was running satisfactorily at
slow roll rpm of 980, turbine speed ramped up to 5020
rpm without any abnormalities. After specified idle
time of 2.5 minutes, speed was being further ramped
and as soon as turbine speed reached 5200 rpm,
abnormal behaviour of compressor train was
observed, axial movement of LP and HP case
compressor increased beyond the alarm limit and
abnormal sound was heard at compressor floor

Coupling between Turbine and LP Case: This coupling
was also replaced along with turbine. Coupling is
manufactured by M/s Euroflex Transmission and
supplied through M/s Siemens along with turbine.
On comparing the old and new coupling drawings as
given in Figure 7 and Figure 8, respectively. It was
noticed that the new coupling was having the LEF
(Limited End Float) washer, PT.No.12. As the name
75
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Figure 3(a). Cold start-up curve

Figure 3(b). Cold start-up curve

suggests, the limited end float type couplings restrict
the axial movement of the shaft between the
predefined axial play values.

this type of limited end float type coupling is not
suitable for this case.
As per their recommendation, coupling was sent to
M/s Euroflex Transmission works at Hyderabad for
necessary modification to make this coupling as
flexible coupling. After modification, coupling was
received at site and the same was installed back.

Observations regarding LEF coupling were discussed
with both turbine and coupling manufacturer. They
were of the opinion that as the turbine and compressor,
both are installed with the axial thrust bearings, so
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Figure 4. Axial vibration and speed trend of LP case of air compressor

after shutdown.

Drawing of modified coupling is shown in Figure 9.
Re-occurrence of Problem

Recommendation

The turbine was again restarted as per the cold startup procedure, exactly the same problem of abnormal
axial movement in LP/HP compressor was resurfaced
and the compressor was again stopped to find out the
cause of the problem. Now M/s. IFFCO Kalol contacted
Baker Hughes, Bentley Nevada, Machinery Diagnostic
Services to analyze vi bration issu e on the air
compressor K-101 LP and HP compressor train
driven by STG with help of system1 Evo remotely.
The data analysis was performed by a Bentley Nevada
representative based on system1 data, and following
were the observations and immediate actions.

(i) A high possibility of abnorma l rotor axial
position fluctuations due to improper anti-surge
valves functionality.
Machine train diagramme (Figure 10) and various
plots analyzed on 6th May, 2021 are described below:
(i)

Plot showing LP compressor and position
fluctuation while ramping up (Figure 11).

(ii) Plot showing LP compressor axial bearing probes
sub-synchronous frequency components (Figure
12).

Observations
(iii) Plot showing HP compressor axial positon
fluctuation while ramping up (Figure 13).

(i) The system1 vibration data was analyzed
during the recent startup after replacing the
turbine rotor.

(iv) Plot showing HP compressor axial bearing
probes sub-synchronous frequency component
(Figure 14).

(ii) Abnormal axi al position fluctuations were
observed for LP & HP compress ors and high
speed gearbox thrust position.

Immediate Actions
(iii) In addition to that, abnormal speed fluctuations
were observed on both rotors ( LSS and HSS)
during the startup and at full speed. Moreover,
axial position fluctuations were also observed

M/s. Baker Hughes, Bentley Nevada highly
recommended to check the anti-surge valves for
proper functionality. H ence, as per their
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Figure 5. Axial vibration and speed trend of HP case of air compressor

Figure 6. Damaged filter elements

On inspection, V-18 was found satisfactory. However,
strainer of control valve FRCV-3 was found to be
chocked, which was restricting the flow and causing
the surging of the compressor. This valve was new
and was replaced during the shutdown. Old valve was
without strainer and new valves was having strainer
(Figure 17).

recommendation, both anti surge valves V-18 and
FRCV-3 were checked (Figure 15 and Figure 16). V18, Vent is provided at the second case suction for
venting air during startup to avoid surging
conditions. FRC-3 adjusts the flow to secondary
reformer and any excess will be vented to atmosphere
through a silencer. It also helps in startup and
emergencies to avoid surging conditions. In case of
high discharge pressure or whenever compressor
speed drops below 6400 rpm, the vents on the first
case discharge V-18 and on final discharge FRCV-3
trip open to save the machine from surging.

The old control valve, FRCV-3 without strainer was
installed back again.
On 13 th May, 2021, machine rerolled and trial run
taken at full rpm and at full load. All vibration readings
and all parameters were found to be normal (various
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Figure 7. Old turbine to LP case coupling without LEF washer

Figure 8. New turbine to LP case coupling with LEF washer
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Figure 9. Modified coupling

Figure 10. Machine train diagramme
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Figure 11. LP compressor and position shows fluctuation while ramping up

Figure 12. LP compressor axial bearing probes shows sub-synchronous frequency components

Figure 13. HP compressor axial positon shows fluctuation while ramping up
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Figure 14. HP compressor axial bearing probes shows sub-synchronous frequency component

Figure 16. FRCV-3 control valve

Figure 15. V-18 control valve

Figure 17. Photographs of FRCV-3
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Figure 18. LP compressor axial position showing normal trend while ramping up

Figure 19. LP compressor axial bearing probes not showing sub-synchronous frequency component

Figure 20. HP compressor axial positon showing normal trend while ramping up
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Figure 21. HP compressor axial bearing probes not showing sub-synchronous frequency component

plots dated 13 th May, 2021 are shown in Figures 18,
19, 20 and 21.
Conclusion
Reliable operation of process air compressor is
essential for the overall productivity of ammonia
plant as it is one of the critical front-end rotary

equipment. In-house efforts made for solving the
high vibration issues of process air compressor at
IFFCO Kalol unit with help of condition monitoring
diagnostic software is reliable and effective
technique for rotary machinery. It not only saved
the machine but also saved the start-up time of
ammonia plant.

The Fertiliser
(Inorganic, Organic or Mixed)

Control Order, 1985

(As amended upto July 2021)
The revised edition of FCO, including all the updated amendments notified by Government of India, is now
available for sale. This edition assumes significance as it includes new Schedules on Biostimulants and Nano
fertiliser besides other amendments issued upto July, 2021. Amendment and Orders issued from September,

2021 to March, 2022 are also now available with the edition.
Price Rs. 250/- + Rs.50/- extra for packing, handling and postage
Book sellers and bulk buyers are allowed 25% discount provided their order is for a minimum of 25
copies.
For your copies please write to:

The Fertiliser Association of India

FAI House, 10, Shaheed Jit Singh Marg, New Delhi-110 067
Tel: 46005234, 46005233, 26567144 FAX: 91-11-26960052
Email: acctt@faidelhi.org Website: www.faidelhi.org
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